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Physics was my worst subject in college so understanding Jeffrey Chaffin’s 
research into terrestrial gamma-ray[1] flashes was a challenge.  As I learned 
from his research, a thundercloud has an electric field with electrons being 
accelerated in that field.  The acceleration of electrons produces the gamma 
rays.  An instrument flown through the eye wall of Hurricane Patricia in 2015 
captured the first detection of the downward positron beam from a terrestrial 
gamma-ray flash.  Lightning in the eye wall beamed anti-matter toward the 
ground.  As Jeffrey’s UCSC graduate advisor Dr. David Smith explains, “It’s 
pretty basic physics from that regard.”  “Why they’re bright and so sudden, is 
something that’s still pretty wild.”  

Fortunately, since terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) occur in conjunction 
with lightning, I had something bright and wild to work with for my Fusion sculp-
ture.  While gamma rays possess some intriguing properties, for me as a visual 
artist, lightning was the most exciting element.   Drawn to the anthropomorphic 
in my sculptures, I found photos of lightning that suggested human figures.  
Working with two lightning bolt images, I fashioned my versions in wax, later 
cast into bronze by local sculptor Sean Monaghan at his Bronzeworks foundry.  

I used Portoro marble as a backdrop for one of my “lightning men” and Carrara 
marble for the other.  The beautiful gold veining of the Nero Portoro marble pro-
vides a lightning-like background for one figure, while the Carrara marble is 
split behind the other.  Lightning can split rock and recent research found that 
when a high-energy lightning strikes a rock, it can heat the rock to more than 
3,000 degrees Fahrenheit, deforming its appearance and vaporizing the rock's 
surface, thus creating a thin layer of warped quartz crystals induced by the 
high pressure of the strike; I thought the Carrara’s split stone with its quartz-like 
break would represent the incredible energy of lightning.  A parallel with the 
bronze and lightning is that molten bronze reaches a temperature of up to 
2,200 degrees before it is poured into molds.  This is how the lightning men 
took their final form.

       [1] Penetrating electromagnetic radiation of a kind arising from the 
         radioactive decay of atomic nuclei
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In designing the project, I became curious about the iconic role of lightning in 
mythologies beyond the more familiar Zeus thunderbolt.  While it can represent 
the punishment of humans from the Gods, a lightning bolt can also symbolize 
a loss of ignorance.  This mirrors the role of scientific research in dispelling the 
myths and ignorance that people often stubbornly embrace.

But the spiritual or poetic quality of these mythologies is perhaps the richest 
inspiration for artists, and the most intriguing characterization of lightning for 
me was in the belief of  the Lakota people of the Great Plains, in which Heyókȟa 
is a spirit of thunder and lightning.  Heyoka uses the wind as sticks to beat the 
drum of thunder; he is a contrarian who speaks, moves and reacts in an oppo-
site fashion to the people around him. For me, lightning has a contrarian quality 
that both fascinates and frightens us.  Its power of destruction is legendary, but 
in knocking down trees and burning forests, it makes room for more forest.  
Moreover, lightning changes nitrogen in the air into soluble nitrogen com-
pounds that can be used by plants as fertilizer. This lightning transformation 
process is remarkable. Scientists estimate that storms produce one hundred 
million tons of useful nitrogen compounds worldwide each year and recent 
studies indicate that up to one-half of all usable nitrogen in the soil is fixed or 
made usable by the energy of lightning.  The energy of lightning nourishes the 
earth and us.  I hope art does as well.

So, the mysteries of gamma rays and lightning, “wild and bright,” art and 
physics . . . exploring the intersection of the two and the sublimity of both. 

  


